Vibrational dynamics of transfer RNAs: comparison of the free and synthetase-bound forms.
The vibrational dynamics of transfer RNAs, both free, and complexed with the cognate synthetase, are analyzed using a model (Gaussian network model) which recently proved to satisfactorily describe the collective motions of folded proteins. The approach is similar to a normal mode analysis, with the major simplification that no residue specificity is taken into consideration, which permits us (i) to cast the problem into an analytical form applicable to biomolecular systems including about 10(3 )residues, and (ii) to acquire information on the essential dynamics of such large systems within computational times at least two orders of magnitude shorter than conventional simulations. On a local scale, the fluctuations calculated for yeast tRNAPhe and tRNAAsp in the free state, and for tRNAGln complexed with glutaminyl-tRNA synthetase (GlnRS) are in good agreement with the corresponding crystallographic B factors. On a global scale, a hinge-bending region comprising nucleotides U8 to C12 in the D arm, G20 to G22 in the D loop, and m7G46 to C48 in the variable loop (for tRNAPhe), is identified in the free tRNA, conforming with previous observations. The two regions subject to the largest amplitude anticorrelated fluctuations in the free form, i.e. the anticodon region and the acceptor arm are, at the same time, the regions that experience the most severe suppression in their flexibilities upon binding to synthetase, suggesting that their sampling of the conformational space facilitates their recognition by the synthetase. Likewise, examination of the global mode of motion of GlnRS in the complex indicates that residues 40 to 45, 260 to 270, 306 to 314, 320 to 327 and 478 to 485, all of which cluster near the ATP binding site, form a hinge-bending region controlling the cooperative motion, and thereby the catalytic function, of the enzyme. The distal beta-barrel and the tRNA acceptor binding domain, on the other hand, are distinguished by their high mobilities in the global modes of motion, a feature typical of recognition sites, also observed for other proteins. Most of the conserved bases and residues of tRNA and GlnRS are severely constrained in the global motions of the molecules, suggesting their having a role in stabilizing and modulating the global motion.